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RULE CHANGES AND PROPOSALS
MAY L996

[a.11] Wing Headquarters Command: One of several officers under an army or nation level
officer. A maximum of three (3) Wing commanders may be used in a battlezone (Right,
Center and Left Wing commanders) if the required figures are available, The first available
Wing commander requires 1-300 figures in the army, a second Wing commnnder requires 301 '
600 figures, the final available Wing commander 601* figures. If no Army level commander
is present, a single wing commander may be promoted for the battle to act as an a"rmy
commander. Note: Wing commanders under an army commander have order change
restrictions unlike Corp Officers.

[4.12] Write in change below.
Column :Either Division or Wing level depends on # of figures. 15-150 Divisional, greater
than 150 figs, Wing level.

[4.67] Ottoman artillery officers
Ottoman army 1790+ Note: Artillery can only be in artillery commands or

attached to headquarters. Only the central wing artillery
command fficer gives firepower bonus. Islamic states have
no artillery fficers with artillery commands.

t7 .621 A unit which possess all-around facing square and is in close order formation may
execute a shock combat attack in any direction. Note that Skirmisher (open) order formations
cannot enter the Minimum Range Fire Zone of a formed unit unless under terrain protection
(9.43) or execute a shock combat action since they are in a skirmish (open) order formation.

ll2.53l Add to column of shock adjustments; Also note rule 8.35.
Light or Inegular dismounted cavalry -l

112.68l Any time a cavalry unit forces enemy infantry unit(s), artillery crew or train unit to
retire from Shock Combat, that cavalry unit may perform a Cavalry Ride Thru action against
the retiring force........

ll2.27l .;....If the infantry is in square formation add. 14 differential modifier.

Il2.38l Friendly cavalry can charge thru friendly open order formations causing a -2 ride thru
chart roll for possible skirmisher figure loss. No other shock table adjustment apply including
cavalry weight, lancer armed or fficer bonus.

Il2.521Infantry or artillery units use the highestpurrent CMR unit within the square for either
the attacking or defending CMR value. Note: If qrsapper or pioneer figure(s) are placed into a
square, building or redoubt position the entire sdpper or pioneer unit must be in close order

formation and not divided among dffirent squares or positions.

113.67\ Wing commanders (not a Corp fficer) can change operational orders if an Army or
Nation level commander is present on the battlefield but have restrictions as to which order can
be given. Wing commanders can only give a lower hourly MFP order change. For example; A
command has operational attack orders. The Wing commander can change these orders to
Engage, March or Reserve since these orders cost less MFP per hour then the Attack order.
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But, a Wing commander can not increase the hourb MFP by changing a commnnd front
Engage tu Anack or even from March to Defend, Engage or Attack. A conunand in Resene
cannot have any order changes done b1' a Wing commander because all the other order choices
cost great MFP per hour. lf an Army or Nation is not present. then Wing commanders change
orders per normal rules 13.61 and 13.63. This rule reflects the command structure of the
earlier pre-Napoleonic.era were the Army commander controlled the battlefield. issued orders
and had very limited staff support.

Clarification: : [13.81] Each combat unit which elects to violate the standing Operational orders pa1-s a 2 ]IFP
penalty added to the MFP point total. A example could be the use of a cavalry regiment to
charge an enemy column of infantry while the other combat units in the command act under a
Engage/Deploy order (The Engage/Deploy order doesn't allow offensive cavalry charges) but
does allow defensive counter-charge. A cavalry unit must pass it's morale check to charge to
violate the orders and cost 2 MFP.

Clarification: [I4.71under Corp/Wing officer] ......The promoted divisional officer still commands his

original divisional command along with the duties of the Corp level command unless the plal'er
elects to roll for a replacement promotion. Remove the divisional fficer if no replacement
performed as he is now represented by the Corp/lVing fficer figure.

Rule change: [15.93] If a player side reaching 150 % of their predetermined MFP value, their CMR
adjustment becomes -2 per game turn hour. In addition, all cornmand orders are immediately
changed to March order. No other command orders are available under these dire
circumstances. At 200 %*, the adjustment becomes -3 CMR per game turn hour.

Point Chart: A change for the non-European trained infantry modifier from -1 point to -1.5 per figure cost.
Therefore; non-European infantry costs 2 points less per figure (1.5 and .5 for C class firer).

Rule Proposals: The following rules are considered as rule proposals and have not been written into the rules.

1. Attack Objective MF? rule.

The purpose of these rules is twofold, . . . 1l Adjust the differcntial between the Attack and other

operational order hourly MFP costs and....2l allow the C-in-C player for a side to give direction to his

attack objectives. The differential becomes apparent if one army elects to attack the other army which

uses engage or defend orders. After some time the extra2 MFP per hours and the heavier figure loss
level weighs against the attacking army. With even total MFP, the defending army should win the

battle. Historically, an army which attacked and had success on the battlefield disheartened the

defending army. Therefore, the following proposal:

a. Each army (side) can use up to l0% of the current side's available MFP total towards assigned
Attack Objective MFP (AOMFP). The current available MFP is defined as the total MFP
arrived in the battlezone. Commands which arrive later adjust the available MFP for additional
Attack Objective MFP (10%).

b. Attack Objective MFP may not be used in conjuhction with the purchase of defensive
positions. See second proposal below. \.'

c. Whenever a command is assigned an attack operational order, the player elected to be C-in-C
for the side may immediately decide to follow the Attack Objective rules regarding the
placement of the Attack Marker and the assigning of attack objective MFP points. After the
second command phase which changed the command to attack operational orders, the C-in-C
player cannot elect to place the Attack Objective marker. A attack operational order doesn't
require the placement of an attack marker.

d. If the command changes from Attack operational order to any other operational order, any
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Attack Objective MFP marker positioned by and for that command are removed and the
assigned Attack Objective MFP are "lost" and cannot be reassigned.

e. The C-in-C player places the Attack Marker (red coin marker with AM printed upon face)
with the followins restrictions:

1. Must be placed atleasl2' from the nearest friendly figures deployed upon the table or
in movement block form (assume central point of 1' square for movement blocks).

2. Placed beside an enemy combat unit or under an known (A, B or C visibility report)
enemy movement block. Enemy dummy commands cannot have Attack Markers
placed beneath the movement block.

3. Placed upon a landmark position from the following list of landmarks if enemy
commands are occupying position or are directly (LOS) between attacking units and
the landmark position. The landmark position list includes;
a. Building (place in building)
b. Redoubt position (place in redoubt.l
c. Class I, II or III constructed position (place behind wall position)
d. Crossroad location (place on crossroad itself)
e. 2nd or 3rd level hill. (place marker on hill)
f. Small 1st level hill which is one square foot or smaller in size.
g. Bridge or Ford location (place marker on enemy far bank)
h. Farthest woodedge location of a medium or heavy woods based upon the

current locations of the attacking command and the woods. This forces the
command to clear the woods to reach the attack marker.

4. The C-in-C pre-assigns the number of AOMFP points which the attack marker will be
worth. A value of zero to all the available AOMFP can be assigned. Zero points
could be assigned to fool the defending forces or all the AOMFP to direct the army
towards a single objective. Each attack marker has its own value so a C-in-C player
can divide the available pool of AOMFP between different attack markers.

5. The assigned value(s) for the attack markers are placed in an envelope and given to a
the game umpire or placed in a visible locafion for all players.

6. On each hour qame turn after countins the hourlv MFP orders cost. if anv attack
markers have been reach by the nominated attacking command and that command has
either placed a combat unit upon the marker or was the last unit to pass directly over
the attack marker, the side has "earned" the assigned AOMFP allocated for that attack
marker. Determine the value assigned by presenting the paper with the written amount
of pre-assigned AOMFP.

7. Subtract the determined AOMFP from the current side's total on the MFP board. This
is a one time event. Then remove that attack marker from the table.

8. Defending players cannot remove the attack marker. Only by forcing the command to
change from attack orders (losses et..) or defending the marker's location before the
hour game turn can the attacking forces be denied the AOMFP.

2. Purchase of Defensive positions:
The rules below outline the purchase of, cost and limitatib\s for the placement of these defensive
terrain features.

a. A team side or individual players may elect to allocate tp to I0% of the their or team total
figure points for the purchase of defensive terrain. For example, if a player was allocated 1200
points he may use 120 towards defensive terrain. A team side of 7200 points would have 720
points towards the purchase of defensive terrain instead of figure combat units.

b. The cost of defensive terrain is based upon which terrain is purchased. The requirements for
materials, time and figures are waived but any specialist units in the army are assumed to have
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worked towards the construction and must have a required rest period at the start of the battle.
c. The point cost chart for defensive terrain per inch or total cost:

Defensive Terrain Positrons : Class I Class II Class III *

Barricade #* 5

Breastwork / Earthwork wall 5 10 l5

Low Log wall 5

High Log wall 12

High Log Tower 12

Wolf Pits

Palisade Wall 5

Chevaux-de-frise 5

Abatis 5

Normal 2 1/4" Redoubt 100 150

Large 3" Redoubt 125 200

Very Large 6" Siege battery 130 160

Large 5" Siege battery r20 145

4" Siege battery frontage 110 130

3" Siege battery frontage 100 115

Siege Trenchworks 8 12

Loophole / firing step the position
(High walls, trenches etc)

2 a
J

Notes: x Barricade position must be within 6" of town position (2 or more buildings)
Class III positions can only be purchased at siege situations.

The set up of these defensive positions is based upon three selections by the players or game
master:

a. Game master has total decision as to location on table.
b. Players can set up the positions within 3' of the back table edge and place

garrison units in or behind the positions.
c. Set up the defensive positions w$erever the defending side has units deployed

on the table with no restriction bicept they cannot set up with 2' of enemy

d.
commands.

Defensive positions give no additional MFP to make up for the potential units which could
have been purchased with the l0% point allocation.
The purchase of defensive positions cannot be used in conjuntion with the Attack Objective
rule above.


